Cells use spatial constraints to control and accelerate the flow of information in enzyme cas-1 cades and signaling networks. Here we show that spatial organization can be a similarly 2 powerful design principle for overcoming limitations of speed and modularity in engineered 3 molecular circuits. We create logic gates and signal transmission lines by spatially arranging 4 reactive DNA hairpins on a DNA origami. Signal propagation is demonstrated across trans-5 mission lines of different lengths and orientations, and logic gates are modularly combined 6 into circuits that establish the universality of our approach. Because reactions preferen-7 tially occur between neighbors, identical DNA hairpins can be reused across circuits. Co-8 localization of circuit elements decreases computation time from hours to minutes compared 9 to circuits with diffusible components. Detailed computational models enable predictive cir-10 cuit design. We anticipate that our approach will motivate the use of spatial constraints in 11 molecular engineering more broadly, bringing embedded molecular control circuits closer to 12 1 applications.
consistent with two-input AND logic. 142 The measurements of the two-input OR, threshold and two-input AND gates were included 143 in the parametrization of our computational models. Kinetic parameters for input and fuel binding 144 were shared between all circuits. However, we used distinct local concentration parameters for 145 the wires and logic circuits, since the spacing between hairpins was slightly different in these two 146 settings. The ratio between the binding rates of the Threshold and the Output hairpin was also 147 calibrated to the experimental data, and was approximately 10 to 1 ( Supplementary Fig. S15 ).
148
The simulated model behaviors were consistent with the measured kinetics for the two-input OR, 149 threshold and two-input AND gates ( Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S16 ). 150 Modular cascading of logic gates to build complex logic circuits 151 To demonstrate modular circuit design using our domino architecture, we built a three-input AND 152 gate by cascading a pair of two-input AND gates on the same origami. Specifically, we replaced 153 the Output hairpin of an upstream two-input AND gate with an Intermediate hairpin, such that 154 the output of the first gate was relayed to the input of the second ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary 155 Fig. S29 ). Upon addition of any combination of two input strands, the circuit showed low output 156 fluorescence. When all three input strands were added there was high output fluorescence (t 1/2 < the expected Boolean logic. We were able to quantitatively predict the dynamics of the threeinput AND gate through model simulation, using the parameters obtained from our previously 160 characterized circuits ( Fig. 4a ).
161
Next, we positioned two distinct three-input AND gates side by side and triggered them 162 simultaneously, to determine whether multiple circuits on the same origami can function concur-163 rently (Fig. 4b ). Both gates used the same Intermediate and Threshold hairpins throughout, along 164 with the universal Fuel, but used distinct toeholds for the Input and Output hairpins to ensure 165 orthogonality. Experimental measurements were consistent with model predictions (Fig. 4b ).
166
To further demonstrate scalability, we constructed a six-input AND gate by connecting the 167 outputs of both three-input AND gates, using an additional two-input AND gate ( Fig. 4c and 168 Supplementary Fig. S30 ). When all six inputs were added the circuit produced high output signal 169 (t 1/2 ∼12 mins.). Conversely, the circuit produced low output for any combination of five or fewer 170 inputs. While the number of hairpins increased from four for the two-input AND gate, to eighteen 171 for the six-input AND gate, all hairpins used the same conserved set of only five domains, plus 172 a separate domain for each input and output. Similar to our experiments on wires, we observed 173 attenuation of the output signal with increasing number of hairpins ( Supplementary Fig. S23 ).
174
This signal loss can in part be explained with a model assuming a fixed non-zero probability of 175 hairpin omission ( Supplementary Fig. S24 ).
176
To exemplify arbitrary Boolean logic computation using our domino architecture, we built a 177 two-input dual-rail XNOR gate ( Fig. 4d and Supplementary Fig. S31 ). Dual-rail encoding allows 178 an arbitrary Boolean logic function to be realized using only a combination of AND and OR gates, 179 avoiding the need for NOT gates, which are difficult to implement experimentally 4 . Each input 180 variable A is specified as TRUE by a dedicated signal strand A1, and specified as FALSE by a 181 distinct signal strand A0 (Fig. 4d ). Only one of the two strands is present at any given time. Overall, the number of unique sequences required for building any complex domino circuit did not 188 depend on the number of constituent gates, but only on the number of inputs and outputs. Our 189 domino circuits also performed significantly faster than previous systems with diffusible compo-190 nents ( Supplementary Table S2 ). For example, a three-input AND domino gate had a half time 191 of 7 min with operating concentration of only 2 nM, compared to 4 hours for an equivalent non-192 localized circuit with diffusible components operated at 100 nM concentration 4 .
193
The modularity of our design approach enabled us to construct a family of cascaded circuits 194 spanning an entire rectangular tile origami. Even larger and more complex circuit designs could be 195 made with bigger and multilayered stiffer origami scaffolds, however three issues would need to be . second-to-right: Graphical summary of circuit operation. For OR and AND gates, the response to different input combinations is depicted. For the threshold module, a circuit with a Threshold hairpin is compared to a circuit without it. Black arrows indicate the (most likely) direction of signal propagation. right: Unquenched fluorophore concentration plots (solid lines) and simulations (dashed lines). For AND and OR gates, legends are represented as truth tables, where presence of an input strand (A,B) or output signal (S) is denoted by "1" and their absence is denoted by "0". For the Threshold module, the T column indicates whether the system did (+) or did not (-) include the Threshold hairpin, which contains the x* domain (CTGGAC). The xs* column indicates whether the Output hairpin has a 3nt (GAC) or 4nt (GGAC) toehold. Experimental conditions were as in Fig. 1 Component design. All the hairpins used in this study were designed with a 12 nucleotide 319 stem to provide meta-stability while preventing any unnecessary loss of speed and chemical po-320 tential due to branch migration through longer domains. The toehold domains were also chosen 321 to be 6 nucleotide long for optimal strand displacement speed. The domino wires were built with 322 three basic components: Input hairpin, Intermediate hairpin and Output hairpin. In addition, the 323 freely floating components: Input strand, Fuel complex and Reporter complex interacted with the 324 localized components to propagate the signal (Fig. 1b ). For designing a wire of any length, five 325 unique 6 nucleotide domains (a 0 , f, x, y, t) and one 12 nucleotide long domain (s) were designed.
326
All the circuit components use a combination of these six domains as specified in Fig. 1b . For 327 designing the 2-Input AND domino gate, one more domain (w) was required for the hairpin loop 328 of Threshold hairpin. The Reporter complex was designed to have an 18 nucleotide long double 329 stranded stem to aid towards its stability at 25°C. Accordingly the Output hairpin was designed 330 to have 6 nucleotide 3'-flanking domain (t). For designing logic circuits with multiple inputs and 331 outputs, Input hairpins with orthogonal 5'-toehold domains (a 0 ,b 0 ,c 0 ,d 0 ,e 0 ,f 0 ) and Output hairpins 332 with orthogonal hairpin loops (y, y2) were designed. The 3'-flanking domains (grey domains) 333 in the Output hairpins were different for the wires (t) and logic circuits (t2). All the other com-334 ponents in the logic circuits were similar to those used for signal transmission lines. For each 335 localized hairpin at a particular position on the origami, the sequence of the origami staple with its 336 3'-end at that position was extended with the sequence of corresponding hairpin along its 3'-end 337 by a 5 nucleotide polyT linker. The linkers provided conformational flexibility to the hairpins, thus 338 aiding signal propagation on the origami scaffold. 339 20 Sequence selection. NUPACK 43 was used to generate a set of orthogonal 6 nucleotide
